Dialogue 5: Planning the shopping

Barry: I'm going to the shops in a minute. What do we need?

Valerie: We're okay for vegetables but we should stock up on meat. Can you go to the butcher's and get some veal and some beef?

Barry: No problem. We also need bread, so I'll go to the baker's. I'll get some vol au vents* for Victor's birthday bash* on Friday. We'll need balloons for that too.

Valerie: better visit the supermarket then. We'll need some other things for the party. Get some vanilla ice cream, some butter and some vinegar and twelve bottles of beer.

Barry: Okay. The library's beside the baker's. I'd better take back the videos we borrowed last week. They're overdue.

Valerie: I'll see you later then.

Barry: Bye! I'll be back before seven.